LABORATORY of IDEAS ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE for environmental development

Write your ecologically sustainable idea and make a presentation

Best ideas may win a certificate as original idea

First meeting: presentation and opening of the laboratory
Second meeting: laboratory closing and presentation of students' ideas for ecologically sustainable environmental

Istituto ORIOLI di Viterbo

24 novembre 2014
Lesson arguments

1. Sustainability and ecological sustainability
   • What's this?
   • Why?
   • To which sectors is applicable?
   • Some samples

2. Ideas ecologically sustainable:
   How you can make YOUR PROPOSAL
LABORATORY of
IDEAS ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE
for environmental development

Name and surname: _____________________________________________
School and class: _____________________________________________

Your ecologically sustainable idea
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Proposal target
2. Idea description to achieve the target

I authorise the use of my personal data in compliance with Legislative Decree 196/03. Infoline: tel. 324196 int.
7 Ce.F.A.S. Azienda Speciale CCIAA